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a surprised question, for a long time, the dark front seemed to fall into
deathly silence.

“How many people are here?” He said coldly and slowly.

“The Lord, there are four people in total.”

“Four people?” He was obviously taken aback when he heard this:
“But as far as I know, there are 24 people in the bear people.”

“The Lord is right. , The bear man occupies the gate of the city and is
one of the four evil spirits. According to the agreement, there are
twenty-four people including himself. But…”

“Say.”

“Yes.” The black shadow lowered his head: “Twenty-Four People
have all sacrificed.”

“All sacrifices?” Hearing this, Ghost Zun was obviously stunned.

The four evils guard at the entrance of the city, and the bear man is
obviously one of them, and its strength naturally does not need to be
said.

His subordinates are naturally extraordinary. After all, the people of
the evil spirits, which one is rubbish?

But it is such a team that has won a hundred battles. Today, it is
nothing more than a defeat, and it was directly given a pot.

This is rare in the history of Devil Cloud Ghost City, and it can even be
said to be the only huge shame in the four evil spirits.

“Who are they?” Demon Lord asked.



“I’m not a member of the Demon Race. You can’t tell which Demon
Man is based on your appearance, but…”

“But what?”

“The Demon Lord, the leader is not the Demon Race, but the Central
Plains Human Race.”

“Central Plains Terran “hearing this, a ghost statue of the whole
person surprised:”??? Central Terran, at most, into the city into the
nether, when it dares to go deep into the magic cloud ghost town you
will not be wrong, “

throughout the ages, the human family The scope of activities is
limited to the secluded city on the edge of the Demon Race. Most of
them do business here, but they absolutely dare not jump the thread.

Nowadays, not only did people jump the line, but they even dared to
cross the red earth, the Devil Cloud Ghost City, which even the
people of the Demon Race dared not cross. This sounded too
incredible.

“Lord Lord, naturally my subordinates dare not say anything. They
can see clearly that the leader is definitely from the Central Plains,
and he is quite young.”

“Young?” Gui Zun was silent, and then turned to a sudden smile: ” it is
in a curious, others can also have a family so young people will be so
mighty? ” “

I’d have some interest, to which of them? ” “

n go inside, intends through the city, when another war, because the
gate Fa Neng exploded, hundreds of meters was destroyed, and the
gate of the city was moved a lot.”

“Where’s the ghost?”

“Immediately.”

“Interesting.” Ghost Zun chuckled, it seemed that he suddenly
became not angry, but was very angry. Happy: “Let the ghosts gather



quickly, I would like to take a closer look at who this so-called young
Central Plains is.”

“Subordinates do it.”

” Right , Lord, then they… “

No hurry.” Gui Zun smiled softly, seeming to be lost in thought.

The shadow did not dare to bother, and retreated slightly…

At this time, in the city, George Han and his gang found a dilapidated
house and reluctantly sat down. But they swept around vigilantly.

Looking back, even though the pangolin and Xia Wei were holding
some fish, they still refused to say anything.

They understood very well that although George Han did kill an
extremely huge fish, the effect of these fish meat was so important to
George Han. Therefore, they simply couldn’t bear to eat these things.

On the contrary, Xiaochunhua, George Han actually gave her the
most, but she also ate the fastest. The appearance of eating Haiyan
wildly, Fangfo hadn’t eaten anything for a long time.

Or perhaps for her, in this kind of living environment where she is
stubborn and drinking blood, she has long been accustomed to this
opportunity to seize everything to fill up her stomach.

Seeing that she gobbled it up a few times before eating it up, George
Han laughed bitterly, took another piece of fish from the space ring,
and handed it to her: “Eat slowly, it’s not enough for me.”

“Old Han, this fish… …”

“Yes, Brother George Han, you…”

Seeing George Han took out another big piece, the pangolin and Xia
Wei were too anxious. After all, these things were so precious that
they both couldn’t bear to even a bite. eat.

“Thanks…thank you.” Xiaochunhua nodded, her eyes full of gratitude,
and took the piece of fish.



George Han smiled slightly, not feeling distressed at all, but just when
he was about to pull away and sit upright, suddenly a mouthful of
blood flowed out of his mouth, and the person’s eyes were dark, and
he fell to the ground with a bang..
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the four people present were shocked.

The pangolin, Xia Wei, and the old man rushed to George Han’s side
and surrounded him. The pangolin grabbed George Han’s meridians,
probed it slightly, and then looked back at the two of them: “I passed
out. , It should be that the seal of the earth has been restored again.”

“Then what should I do now, I…” When the words fell, Xia Wei had
already pulled up his sleeves and was ready to donate blood to
George Han at any time.

But at this moment, Xiao Chuntao at the outermost periphery slowly
spoke: “This is not a place to save people, come with me.” The

three looked at each other, thinking about the authenticity of
Xiaochuntao’s words, after all. She is not her own kind, and she has
tricked herself into deceiving herself before. At this time, George Han
has fainted, and the situation is not optimistic. If this woman deceives
herself again, the consequences are likely to be extremely serious.

The old man, after hesitating for a moment, nodded first.

“If she wants to harm us, this is her place, isn’t it?” The old man
smiled.

Xia Wei also nodded: “Since Brother George Han used her, you
shouldn’t doubt her.”

“Okay.” The pangolin gritted his teeth and looked at Xiaochunhua:
“You lead the way.”

Xiaochunhua said nothing, wait. After the pangolin carried George
Han on his back, he looked around quietly and vigilantly, and then led
the four people directly over the main street, moving quickly towards
the prosperous dilapidated houses on the side.



There are hardly any intact houses here, and every house is
extremely badly damaged. Even many houses are completely
dependent on each other before they collapse.

This is simply a gathering place for a group of high-risk buildings.

A group of five people passed through these buildings one after
another, and went deeper and deeper, farther and farther away from
the main city road.

The pangolin carried George Han on his back, looking at
Xiaochunhua running all the way in front of him, saying that it is
impossible to have no worries in his heart. Perhaps he was bitten by a
snake, and he was afraid of straw rope for thousands of years.

However, just when the pangolin was carrying more and more
emotions like this, even when it was about to explode, Xiaochunhua
suddenly stopped at this time.

The pangolin looked around, and there were ruined walls everywhere,
and the moist red soil under his feet was even covered with an
extremely disgusting moss.was considered secluded before, then
here, it can be described as a ghost who can’t even describe it.

“Where are you taking us?” The pangolin finally couldn’t help but said.

Xiao Chunhua didn’t answer, she quietly looked behind them, and
after making sure that no one was following, Xiao Chunhua suddenly
walked towards a broken house next to her.

Although the three of them were confused, they still followed with
George Han on their backs.

The cabin is not bright, although there are many holes and pits, and
even the line of sight is widened, but due to the overall dark clouds
here, it is still very dark when entering the room.

“Gah!”

At this moment, he first went to Xiaochunhua in a corner of the room
and heard a soft noise.



Under a broken jar, a wooden board was covered on the ground, and
this sound was exactly the sound of the wooden board being lifted.

As the plank was lifted by Xiaochunhua, a small hole appeared in
front of several people under the plank.

“Go in.” Xiao Chunhua glanced at the three of them, and said
anxiously.

“Go in?” The pangolin was taken aback for a moment, and it felt so
small no matter how you looked at it, let alone people entering
through this hole, he believed it even if it was a python hole.

“Hurry up, it’s too late.” Xiaochunhua urged anxiously.

The pangolin glanced at Xia Wei and the old man, and seeing the two
finally nodded, he gritted his teeth: “I’m going in.” When the

words fell, George Han dropped, and the pangolin jumped directly into
the small hole.

The outer hole is obviously quite small compared to the pangolin’s
body shape, but the rest of the hole is empty. In addition, the pangolin
itself can drill into the soil, almost just staying in the hole for a few
times and then directly entering the hole.

Xia Wei and the old man looked at each other and waited for the
signal from the pangolin.

After a while, the pangolin made a noise, and the two hurriedly sent
George Han off.

When the unconscious George Han was sent down, Xia Wei and the
old man followed along the entrance of the cave.

The inside of the cave is quite wide, and the depth of the cave is
several meters. With the depth of the cave, it falls all the way, until
after landing, when the four of them look around again, they can’t help
but collectively dumbfounded…
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